Webinar housekeeping (Q&A etc.)
Debbie Beaudry
Director of Academic Technology

Clare Berends
Educational Technology Specialist
Agenda

- What is an ET Classroom?
- Using Zoom in an ET Classroom
- ET Classroom teaching possibilities
- Pitch Night with Don and Reshan
- Hear from an Academic Tech Fellow
Where are the Enhanced Technology Classrooms?

- Grace Dodge second floor
- Grace Dodge third floor
- Zankel 418
Using an ET Classroom for a Zoom conference
● We are in GDH 273B
● Participants in room and remote
● Built-in ceiling microphones allow remote participants to hear us.
● Ceiling speakers allow us to hear remote participants.
ET Classroom features

● 4 classroom cameras help show everyone in the room.
● Low Tech:
  ○ Writable surfaces
  ○ Moveable tables and chairs
How can you use this while teaching?
1. Bring in a guest speaker.
2. Hold class remotely while you’re away at a conference.
3. Bring in students who can’t make it to campus.
What else can you do in an ET classroom?
Present Information

How you, the instructor, present information to your students.

Students Create and Share Knowledge

How to use the technology for some uses that would be at a higher level on Bloom’s Taxonomy. How can students use tech to be knowledgeable creators and share their knowledge.
- Group activities
- Gallery walks
- Presentation groups
- Pitch night
Pitch Night

Defining the Problem

Contemporary society is one which is increasingly filled with acts of ugly, retribution, even cruelty. Moreover, there are societal trends away from understanding, kindness, and finding common ground among variant groups.

In such a world, it has become a professional, educational, and personal imperative to try to develop skills in empathy. As with most topics, education should begin in early years. In other words, it is our responsibility to teach these skills to younger generations.

However, it is a substantial challenge to “teach” empathy and interpersonal skills, due to difficulties in delivering authentic opportunities in traditional secondary education classroom settings.

How might we overcome the challenges in delivering opportunities for authentic social interactions, therefore allowing students to “practice” these important skills (i.e., interpersonal skills, social cues, empathy).
Pitch Night
Q&A
Leon Ramotar
Q&A
What support is available?

- Academic Technology Services Department - HM 234
- Academic Tech Fellows - HM 234
- Media Services - Media Services Request or ext. 3300 in a classroom
Coming up!

- Enhanced Technology Open House - This Fall
- Slice of Tech
  - The basics of hosting a webinar at TC - September 27th @ 11:00 am
  - Free Software - What’s the real cost? - October 25th @ 11:00 am
Contact us

- **Debbie Beaudry**: dab2225@tc.columbia.edu
- **Clare Berends**: ceb2240@tc.columbia.edu
- **Academic Tech Fellows**: techfellowhelp@tc.columbia.edu
To learn more about ET classrooms contact us at:

servicedesk@tc.columbia.edu